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Sir Skitzo

Smiling more than a lying whore
With her legs wide open like a sliding door

Shock 'em all like I'm mighty Thor
Cause I'm down to Earth

Just like the iron core
I got a rhyme in store
For the corporates or

Another friend tryna get money
Yo I built my name

And I'ma feel the same
You ain't getting fuck all from me

'Member that time I was rapping in my basement
Y'all mothafuckers said that I would never make it

The key to success is to stay dedicated
Every dog has it's day

At least Chase did
Face it

You ain't making a mark
Chasing the deals like I'm racing my art
Claiming they real, but they faking a lot

In amazement my statement is all that I got
Like fuck

We gotta change the youth
And I honestly believe that we should blame the schools

Cause they seperate the kids into lame and cool
And they learn that shit, It's what they came to do

Giving Ritalin to kids who are different from the rest
Addict 'em to the meds
Then give another test

Symptoms of a kid who is sure to be depressed
Cause you taught him to pop all the pills down his neck

Uhh
I'm the worlds worse lyricist

With a heavy flow like a girls first period
Why so serious

You ain't needa front
I'm the joker of the game and I'm only having fun

I gave the money, but they ain't pay it back
My bars are hard, like tryna shave your sac
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While girls bounce your balls, just like a game of jacks
And I ain't lying homie, I'm just saying facts

Yo that's true as fuck
Stupid cunt

Always saying Skitzo gotta loosen up
Yo I'ma grab your name then fucking chew it up

Buy you're so stale
I almost threw it up

Yo I'm done with that
Fuck a rap

Need a bad bitch
With a ton of ass

The acrobatic status that's a fact
Her ass is clapping, Now relax the back

And I'll get to busting
Your ship is sunken

Yo I went from broke but now my name is something
And all these people seem to make assumptions

Without the cause, or the proper judgement
Yo fuck it, I don't wanna be a part of the industry
Everyone the same and nobody do it differently

Maybe that's the real reason why the people in to me
Cause I be myself, Not someone I pretend to be
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